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A search for the lepton-family-violating decayh→me and the rare decayh→e1e2 yields the following
branching ratio (B) upper limits at a 90% confidence level:B(h→me),631026 and B(h→e1e2)
,231024. This is the first direct search forh→me. The measurements were carried out at the SPES2 tagged
h facility at Laboratoire National Saturne in the course of a measurement ofB(h→m1m2). @S0556-
2821~96!04211-7#
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I. THE SEARCH FOR h˜µe

Considerable experimental effort is under way to test t
conservation of lepton flavor, since a breakdown would po
to physics beyond the standard model such as the existe
of massive neutrinos, leptoquarks, new gauge bosons, or
persymmetric particles. Impressive limits have already be
obtained for the branching ratios ofm→eg, m→3e,
KL→me, andK→pme @1,2#. The quark structure of theh
meson,uh&.(1/A3)uuū1dd̄2ss̄&, allows testing for lepton
family-violatingme couplings to anss̄quark pair, which are
not directly possible in the other decays.

A model-dependent upper limit to the branching ratio
order 10210 can be inferred fromm2e conversion on com-
plex nuclei@3#. The present result is a by-product of an e
periment which measured the branching ratio (B) of
h→m1m2 @4#.

The data were taken at the Saturneh facility @5#. A dia-
gram of the detector arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. T
magnetic spectrometer SPES2 detected the3He from the re-
action pd→3He h as a tag forh production. Theh decay
products were detected using two identical counter te
scopes optimized for muons. Each consisted of~in order
from the target! an iron wedge degraderW, a position hodo-
scopeP consisting of 16 horizontal segments and 16 vertic
segments of plastic scintillator to measure the angle of
charged particle with resolutionsuX;14 mrad anduY;17
mrad, a 5-cm thick lead degraderD, a trigger hodoscopeT,
530556-2821/96/53~11!/6658~4!/$10.00
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and a set of 12 plastic range scintillatorsS for identifying the
muons. The degraders eliminated the pionic backgrou
from pd→3He p1p2, but they also reduced the efficiency
for detection of the electron fromh→me.

The trigger was a fivefold coincidence between the3He
signal from SPES2 and theP and T hodoscopes in each
detector arm. The range countersSwere not part of the trig-
ger, but were used in the off-line analysis to identify muon

FIG. 1. Top view of the experimental arrangement. The spe
trometer SPES2 detected the3He from the reactionpd→3He h as
a tag forh production. Theh decay products were detected using
two identical telescopes each consisting of an iron degraderW, a
position hodoscopeP, a lead degraderD, a trigger hodoscopeT, and
a set of range scintillatorsS. The setup forh→e1e2 used only the
P hodoscope; i.e.,W was removed andT was removed from the
trigger.
6658 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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by range and energy loss. Theh were identified using kine-
matical constraints on the3He. The totalh event sample was
Nh5(1.2260.01)3109. Further details of the apparatus, th
h tagging, and the common analysis for the measuremen
B(h→m1m2) are reported in@4#.

Theh→me event selection used the same muon ident
cation technique as theh→m1m2 selection, except that a
muon was required in one and only one detector arm. De
tion of the electron in theP hodoscope was required for
measurement of its angle, but there was no particle iden
cation in the electron arm. Cuts were applied to the pu
height in theP andT hodoscopes of the muon arm to reduc
the large background originating fromh→gg, but no pulse
height cut was used for the electron arm. Timing cuts
duced the background from random pileup, and coplana
of theh, m, ande was required to reduce background fro
three-bodyh decays.

The main variable used in searching forh→me candi-
dates was the opening angle deviation,DuLR

me[uLR
calc2uLR

meas,
whereuLR

measis theh→me opening angle as measured by th
P hodoscopes anduLR

calc is the expected opening angle calcu
lated from thepd→3He h kinematics and the3He momen-
tum measured in SPES2. The definition is analogous to
h→m1m2 opening angle deviation defined in@4#, with the
appropriate adjustment forh→me kinematics.

Figure 2 shows a histogram ofDuLR
me for the final data

sample after all other cuts have been applied. The ra
22°<DuLR

me<2° includes 85% of the simulatedme events.
The events atDuLR

me,22° are consistent with coming from
h→gg decays, and the event at 4° is consistent with com
from pd→3Hep1p2. There were no events detected with
the region of interest.

The upper limit of the branching ratio is given b
B(h→me),U/S, whereU is the upper limit to the num-
ber of h→me events, andS[NhAh→meeh→me

trigger eh→me
analysis is

the experiment sensitivity factor, the product of the num
ber of taggedh’s, theh→me detector acceptance, the trig

FIG. 2. Histogram ofDuLR
me for the final data sample in the

search forh→me after all other cuts have been applied. The dash
lines show the cut22°,DuLR

me,2° used to selecth→me candi-
dates.
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ger efficiency forh→me, and theh→me selection effi-
ciency.

The acceptance for the detection of the electron in th
P hodoscope only and full detection of the muon was dete
mined from aGEANT-based Monte Carlo simulation to be
Ah→me50.02460.001. Electrons reached theP hodoscopes
with ;80% probability. This acceptance includes neithe
the trigger efficiency nor theh→me offline selection effi-
ciency.

The trigger, which was optimized for detecting
h→m1m2 events, demanded a hit in bothT hodoscopes.
There is only a 2% probability that an electron showe
from h→me will penetrate the degraders and trigger th
T hodoscope. However, because of the high probability
an accidental hit in the electron-armT hodoscope because
of pileup, the trigger efficiency was actually much highe
than 2%. Two independent methods were used to det
mine the accidental coincidence rate between anh→me de-
cay and a random signal in theT hodoscope of the electron
arm.

The first method used ‘‘pulser’’ events in which a genera
tor gated the time to digital converters~TDC’s! and analogue
to digital converters~ADC’s! and triggered the event acqui-
sition at a rate proportional to the instantaneous beam inte
sity. These events provided a measurement of random pile
which was combined with simulatedh→me events; 16.5%
of the simulatedh→me events had an accidental coinci-
dence in the electron-armT hodoscope.

The second method for determining the accidental c
incidence rate used data from observedpd→3He p1p2

events. The two pions have a well-defined opening ang
allowing easy selection of this event type. Thepd→3He
p1p2 production rate was known from a separate measu
ment without the iron degraderW, and with theT hodo-
scope removed from the trigger. With the standardh→me
setup, 1.7% of thepd→3He p1p2 events were observed,
whereas the Monte Carlo simulation indicated that less th
0.2% of these events should penetrate the degraders in b
arms and satisfy the event trigger. The excess of observ
events is attributed to a 13% probability of an accident
coincidence with eachT hodoscope because of random
pileup.

Averaging both results gives a probability of 0.1560.02
for an h→me event to be in random coincidence in the
electron-armT hodoscope. The total hardware trigger effi
ciency for theh→me events iseh→me

trigger50.1660.02, which
includes the 2% efficiency for the direct detection of th
electron shower in theT hodoscope and accounts for the
92% live time of theP andT hodoscope electronics.

The h→me offline selection efficiency is determined by
simulation to beeh→me

analysis50.08360.008. The low efficiency is
because of several factors. Pileup in the TDC’s data elim
nates all but approximately 40% of the data. The approx
mate efficiencies of the five major criteria for event selectio
were 80% for muon identification, 60% for coplanarity, 80%
for timing, 60% for muon armP and T hodoscope pulse
height cuts, and 85% for opening angle correlation. Syste
atic uncertainties in the determination of this efficiency ar
largest for the calibrations of the time differences betwee
the 3He, m, and e. By varying the calibration parameters
used in the analysis, the systematic error is estimated
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be 10%. Further details related to the analysis are given
Refs.@4,6#.

The experiment sensitivity factor isS5(3.860.6)3105.
The uncertainty inS is the combined effect of the uncertain
ties from the acceptance~5%!, the accidental trigger effi-
ciency~13%!, and the selection efficiency~10%!. The upper
limit for the number ofh→me events, accounting for the
systematic error inS, is U52.4 events@7#. This gives
B(h→me),631026 at 90% confidence level.

This is the first experimental search forh→me. A dedi-
cated experiment with more efficient detection of the ele
tron and better identification of the electron could obta
orders of magnitude improvement.

II. THE SEARCH FOR h˜e1e2

The decayh→e1e2 is an example of a transition be-
tween a pseudoscalar meson and a pair of charged lept
Within the framework of the minimal standard model, thi
process is dominated by the two-photon intermediate sta
The small probability of this fourth-order electromagnet
transition makes the decay sensitive to hypothetical inter
tions that arise from physics beyond the standard mod
such as the existence of leptoquark bosons carrying b
quark and lepton flavors. The imaginary part of the amp
tude forh→e1e2 proceeding through the two-photon inter
mediate state is fixed by QED, and the real part is related
the h→m1m2 amplitude in an almost model-independen
way @8#. Using the measuredB(h→m1m2), one expects
B(h→e1e2);(5–6)31029 @4#. This is in agreement with
various model calculations@9#. A branching ratio much
larger than this would suggest contributions from exotic d
cay mechanisms.

The previous limitB(h→e1e2),331024 at 90% con-
fidence level was determined from a 1974 analysis of
bubble chamber exposure performed in 1966@10#. In that
experiment, the sample of 1.23104h ’s were produced in the
reactionp1n→hp. The two electron-positron pairs found
with an invariant mass in the vicinity of theh mass were
attributed to background fromp1n→e1e2p.

The present search forh→e1e2 is based on a small,
special data set from theB(h→m1m2) experiment which
was taken without the degradersW and with theT hodo-
scopes removed from the trigger~Fig. 1!. The detector ac-
ceptanceAh→e1e250.030 was determined from GEANT-
based Monte Carlo simulations.

Pions frompd→3Hep1p2 were used to calibrate theP
hodoscope timing to 50 ps and pulse heights to 6.5%. Abo
two-thirds of the pd→3He p1p2 background were re-
moved with timing and pulse-height cuts in theP hodo-
scopes. All events were tested for coplanarity to select tw
bodyh decays. The main variable used in the final selecti
process was again the opening angle deviationDuLR

ee .
Figure 3~a! shows a histogram ofDuLR

ee for the final
sample after all other cuts have been applied. There are n
candidates in theS ~signal! region22°,DuLR

ee,2°, where
the expected background is 6.661.8 events, with 5.961.8
background events from the continuum, 0.760.3 background
events coming fromh→gg, and a negligible amount from
pd→3He p1p2.

The continuum background consists of three-bodyh de-
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cays, and was estimated by noting the number of events,
in the background regionN of Fig. 3~a! and extrapolating
into theS region. TheN region extends beyond the displayed
histogram range, to include the histogram underflows a
overflows. The shape of the continuum background spectru
was assumed to be the same as for noncoplanar events.
ure 3~b! shows a histogram ofDuLR

ee for noncoplanar events.
The ratio of the number of such events in theS region to the
number in theN region is 17/101. Hence, the estimated con
tinuum background is 35317/10155.961.8 events.

The h→gg background has the same kinematics a
h→e1e2 and therefore peaks atDuLR

ee50. The amount of
h→gg background was calculated from Monte Carlo simu
lations. The absence of the degradersW increased the con-
tribution to the background frompd→3He p1p2 at
DuLR

ee;7°; however, it also reduced theh→gg background
because of less photon conversion. The background regionN
was chosen to excludepd→3He p1p2.

The upper limit to the branching ratio is expressed a
B(h→e1e2),U/S, where

S[NhAh→e1e2eh→e1e2
trigger eh→e1e2

analysis

5@~2.7160.05!3106#3~0.030260.0005!

3~0.9560.02!~0.5160.11!

5~3.960.9!3104

is the experiment sensitivity factor. The trigger efficienc
eh→e1e2
trigger and analysis efficiencyeh→e1e2

analysis are analogous to

FIG. 3. ~a! Histogram ofDuLR
ee for the final data sample in the

search forh→e1e2 after all other cuts have been applied. TheS
region,22°,DuLR

ee,2°, was used to selecth→e1e2 candidates,
while theN region was used to estimate continuum backgroun
The N region includes histogram underflows and overflows. Th
peak atDuLR

ee;7° is from pd→3He p1p2. ~b! Histogram of
DuLR

ee for noncoplanar events. In regionsS andN, these events are
from three-bodyh decays.
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those defined forh→me in Sec. I. The uncertainty inS is
dominated by the resolution and the calibration uncertain
of theP hodoscope amplitudes. Further details on the eve
selection, the background estimate, and the sensitivity fac
S are given in@11#.

An upper limit ofU57.9 events (h→e1e2) at 90% con-
fidence level is determined using Eq.~17.35! of Ref. @1#.
However, the uncertainties in the sensitivity factor and in th
background estimate effectively increase this upper limit
U59.1 events@7#. The 90% confidence level upper limit on
the branching ratio isB(h→e1e2),231024. A dedicated
experiment with better identification of the electrons cou
obtain orders of magnitude improvement.
ty
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III. CONCLUSION

No evidence for the lepton-family-violating decay
h→me and the rare decayh→e1e2 was observed. The
90% confidence level upper limits for the branching ratio
areB(h→me),631026 andB(h→e1e2),231024.
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